visual motto for the present issue, distills the Romantic motif in terms of a Modernist reduction to the seemingly abstract interplay of horizontal and vertical indices. 3 The figure's "intersection" of the "horizontal shoreline" draws Aschenbach back from "the monotonous mist of barren space," the "boundless simplicity" that is the ultimate object of his yearning. 4 ): "abstract paintings … make visible a reality we can neither see nor describe, but whose existence we can postulate. We note this reality in negative terms: the unknown, the incomprehensible, the infinite.
And for thousands of years we have been depicting it through surrogate images such as heaven and hell, gods and devils. In abstract painting we have found a better way of gaining access to the unvisualizable, the incomprehensible; because abstract painting deploys … all the resources of art, in fact in order to depict nothing." 
